WHICH ONE DO WE WANT?

Aerial View of People’s Park Looking Southeast from Haste Street Toward Dwight Way & Bowditch

Same View Overlaid with Artist’s Rendering of the University of California’s Planned Development

Preservation of People’s Park

- Renowned and designated City of Berkeley landmark since the early 1980s
- Public open space badly needed by the citizens of Berkeley
- Community-managed gardens featuring native plants and trees
- Centerpiece of an historic district comprising sixteen historic landmarks

UC Berkeley’s Development Plan

- 16-story highrise and ancillary buildings blocking the sun and views from Haste and other streets
- Public space obliterated in favor of limited-access private property
- Concrete monoliths obscuring the coherence of the historic district
- Addition of more than 1,000 transient residents to one of the Bay Area’s most densely populated neighborhoods
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People’s Park Historic District Advocacy Group

peoplesparkhxdist@gmail.com.